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A citizen's meeting
held at
Field Office
Sunday to auggest changes in the
Institute for S(lcial Research and
~velopment (ISRAD) leadership
and programming.
Newly - elected City
Commissioner Ray Baca was
there, along with Chairman of the
Board of Model Cities Licho
Martinez, and various Board
members of United Child Care
Inc. (UCCI) and ISRAD.
The discussion centered around
the unity of the minorities. If
they, as a group, cannot work
together, nothing can be
accomplished.
Talking Too Long
Martinez said, "We've been too
long in talking. We have a
responsibility, not only to
ourselves, but to future
generations. We were born in this
country, and we are entitled to
our rights, even if we don't have
blond hair and blue eyes,"
.
"The names • Sanchez and
Gonzales are as Americans as any
Smith ox Jones in this land, You
C<ln. get decerit jobs at decent
wages if you really want to get
them. But you have to try," he
said.
Hanna Best, who works with
the Zuni Indians, and Rudolfo
Serrano, who i1> with the
Educational Foundation at UNM,
were named on a petition to

"7~he Model Cities

0CT2 61914

Puzzle Surrounds Hit:ing
Of Child Care Consultants
--.Afth<1ugh the $200 • per:-day
child care consultant contract is
finished, questions remain about
bow the consultants were hired.
Arthur Blumenfeld, ISRAD
direct(lr, said the hiring of
~nagement Training Services was .
performed by Child Development
·Program Director Paula Parks.
In additiop, Blumenfeld said
that the consultants were
originally recommend~d by Fr11nk
McGuire, United Child Care
director.
HOwever, McGuire declined
commenting on his part in the
hiring, saying he wouldn't defend
a contract with which he was
never involved.
Blumenfeld said the most
.recent bill- $10,000 - was for
"personal services." He said he
couldn't quote the first contract
cost,

The UNM child care program
was one of those mentioned by
U.S. Sen. Clinton P. Anderson for
federal investigation.
The programwas also attacked
by City Commissioner Ray Baca;
who cited the alleged use of
profanity in the firm's sensitivity
training sessions.
However, ISRAD Information
Officer Martin Paskind defended
the sessions, saying they were
suposed to make emotions
surface.
One child care employe who
took to sensitivity course doubted
the validity of the consultants'
work.
"It didn't do much for me/' he
said.
In protesting the program, Baca
claimed that the training cost
$100 an hour.

Ferrel Heady, UNM President, to
be named as co-directors of
ISRAD.
The Real Issue
Best said tbat the real issue was
whether or not the community
that receives the aid is the same
community that contra~ the
program.
"Because the directors of a
program do not really know
what's going on in your
community, the money used in
the program could be misused or
channelled in the wrong
direction," she said.
One of the community leaders,
John Gonzales, said, "We didn't
ask to be made minorities. We
must look to the future for our
children."
"You people are here because
you are dissatisfied. This is a
people's mandate,and the'
bureaucrats must recognize this.
We must show them that we are
united, 11 he said.
A member of the Board of
UCCI; Gloria C11ndelaria, said,
"Take advantage of your
solidarity. Be able to stand
together and show the bureaucrats
you are united,''
"We all would like to see this
program changed to the control of
the community. We want this
program because it is ours," she
said.

Quorum or No Quorum

Constitution Heads GSAC
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The Graduate Student
Association Council will have its
monthly meeting tonight at 7 :30
p.m. in the Union.
The major • portion of the
agenda will concern the new GSA
constitution which was to be
discussed last week at a special
meeting, but for lack of quorum
was not.
When asked if he expected a
quorum, Bert Hansen, president
of GSA, said, j•No, no, I don't
expect one."
Hansen said GSAC has been
plagued with rhetoric in the last
seV'eral meetings concerning
technicalities.
"Graduate students are
sensitive about wasting time," he
continued.
Hansen believes in the
flexibility of the rules so that a
legislative body is able to "bend
rules irt the interest of action."
Unless we begin taking moe
action and less rhetoric, they (the
senators) will consider it a waste
of time,'' he added.

Slogger
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• • Graduate students are
extremely committed to their
education/' Hansen said.
Despite last week's lack of
quorum, Hansen said he is
extremely proud of GSA and of
the progress of student
governments and expecially
graduate student governments all
over the country.
"It seems that our GSA is
thy.most active. most effective in
the country," be stated.
The reason seems to be that
others are still "branches of

r

.

undergraduate government."
To interest graduate students,
one must start an "awareness
campaign. Once they're informed
they get turned on," be said.
Should there be a quorum or
not, tonight's GASC agenda will
include the final reading .of ..the
Moot Court bill, the Travel Funds
bill, and the graduate art students
bill. A bill to fund students
attending a Tenants' Rights
organization meeting will be
introduced as well as discussion or
the GSA constitution.
~

U.S. Dealt Strong Blow
By UN on 2-China Policyj

UNITED NATIONS (UPI)
The U.N. General
Assembly voted against the U.S.'s two-thirds majority
vote resolution last night. At least two-thirds of the
. assembly would have been required to vote Nationalist
China out of the world body.
The 59-54 vote with 15 abstentions was a major
BBB' s Experiment
setback for the United States and was considered a
forerunner of one to seat Communist China in the world
Avoids Court Suits
body.
.
The Better Business Bureau
The
announcement
of
the
vote was greeted by
(BBB) of New Mexico has set up
prolonged applause from the packed blue and gold
an arbitration and settlement
association designed to steer
assembly chamber in which delegates began expressing
consumer'- business battlf!s away
approval as the electronic tote board showed the figures
from costly court suits.
running
against the U.S. move to save a U.N. seat for
The project, however, is still in
Nationalist
China.
its trial period but is believed by
Minutes earlier, the assembly had voted 61-53 with 15
the New Mexico BBB to be the
f'ust of its kind to offer impartial
__ab~te_11.~i~11s _to givE! r>riorit.YJ;<Ltb_EL:U.S._resolution seeking _
- . arbitrators-oii a -wide~sciiie oasis. - a two-thirds instead of a simple majority vote that would
The panel of arbitrators is
be necessary to oust Taiwan.
c::urrently composed of lawyers
U.S, :Ambassador George Bush immediately moved to
and insurance agents. Later, UNM
law students should be included as
delete from the Albanian resolution, which calls for the
arbitrators as well as business
seating of l'eking,a clause which would "expel" Chiang
majors and volunteers from
Kai
..Shek~s Nationalists.
.
community orgartizations.
Bush's
move
obviously
was
a
last·ditch
act
to help U.S.
The axbitration process was
allies on Taiwan, and it was greeted with scattered
explained by Harvey Fruman, a
lawyer under grant to engineer the
applause. Iraq immediately opposed the move.
Photos br Chuck Feil
program.
Although the earlier vote to give the U.S. resolution
The Lobo has receiv~d several
"During the organization's trial
priority had been regarded in advance as a test of
requests to run weather news, It period, disputes will be limited to·
strength, diplomatic observers warned against. speculation
rained yesterday, and the an amount in controversy of $750
unfinished Zimmerman Plaza ()r less. Cost for the association's
that it meant success of the U.S. campaign to save a seat
adjacent to the Union turned into services is five dollars but will
for the Nationalist if the Communists are admitted to the
a monumental morass hazardous accept anything the complairting
world body.
'
to the campus pedestrian.
(Please tum to page 3)
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UNM' s Draft Counselors
Doing Thriving Business
editorial

Arbitration Project
A new arbitration plan to handle
consumer complaints has been set up by the
New Mexico Better Business Bureau.
The mechanics of Lhe program, as set out
by its director, are relatively simple.
A consumer files a coplaint, the business
criticized is notified of the complaint, and
an arbiter is chose "at random" from a pool
serving the program to hear the grievance all
within a week. Presently lawyers and
insurance agents are serving as arbiters,
although law students, business students,
and ''volunteers from community
organizations 'f are expected to eventually
serve.
The basic motivation behind this program
is to save the consumer the expensive court

room battle often necessary to get
satisfactions from a complaint against a
business firm.
Thia is a laudable goal, and RliClh an
arbitration board if its decisions :are held to
be legally binding might serve to give speedy
and efficient hearing to consumer grievances.
However, the Better Business Bureau's
altruism is que~tionable. It has been strongly
criticized nationally for burying complaints
and covedng up doubtful business practices
instead of solving the problems.
One cannot judge the local ,bureau from
statements about the national organization,
nor condemn this program before it gets off
the ground. But following the classic motto
of business, caveat emptor.

.letters. • •
Martian Chronicle

We write this letter with much
indignation in regards to your
ignoring a genius ou this campus.
We speak of course, of Harlan
Ellison. It has been a full week
since his talk, which filled Keller
Hall to overflowing, not to
mention the numerous
workl;hops, panel and classroom
discussions in which he
participated during his three-day
stay here in Albuquerque, and not
one word has been mantioned in
The Lobo. It is a virtual kick in
the ass to the man and to
everyone who attended his
lecture.
With much wonder,
Bee Dee Friedman, .Judy Schmidt,
Steve Frangos

Legalized Pot?

"They may be coming to tell us the Jewish Defense League has them so scared that they
are permitting us to leave the comrtry ... but I don't think so."

bema_

Organizer
Argues
Boycott

Attack

Page2

By JAMES CHAVEZ
In outlining a response to the
Bema in The Lobo of Thursday,
Oct, 21, I decided that a lool< at
the one source succinctly cited at
the end of the. article might give
an insight to the rabidity of Mr.
Summers statements in reference
to Cesar Chavez,
Scanning through the book
"Little Cesar'' (The title is
removed from an E. G. Robinson
movie about a gangster czar) by
Ralph Toledano it became
obvious that Mr. Hunter
Summers' article was little less
than ·plagarism both in rhetoric
and statistics from its pages.
It is not by accident that Mr.
Toledano's (per Summers)
rhetoric is reminiscent of John
Birch propaganda, he is one of
their leading voices. A sample of
some of his "best selling" books
include: ''RFK-The Man Who
Would Be President,'' and, "One
Man Alone-Richard Nixon."
Supporters
Among those singled out by
Mr. Toledano for supporting
Chavez arc: The American Civil
Liberties Union, The Migrant
Ministry of the National Council
of Churches, The Catholic
Bishops' Conference, The Brown
Berets, The Black Panthers,
CORE, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy,
Reis Tijerina, Sen. Eugene
McCarthy, Mayor John Lindsay,
"bishops and clergymen galore"
etc., etc., all presumably "dupes"
of a Chavez propaganda machine.
Mr. Summers has admittedly
done justice to referring to Cesar
as a "pool room hanger-on.,; For
anyone who has over been to
Delano or any other area of
migrant labor concentration it is
well known that the recruitment
office or "employment agency" if
you will, is located in the local
recreation hall. In Delano this was
known as Filipino Hall and
included among its facilities are a
kitchen, dining hall, ping-pong
tables, a thrMtre-dance hall, as
well as pool tables.

In reference to the base wage
statistics Mr. Summers was oddly
mistaken and often misquoted his
sole source.
The- National Campaign of
Agricultural Democracy, a group
based in Washington, D.C., where
membership rolls of financial
supporters may remain
anonymous legally, in 1965
reported that average yearly
earnings for the farm family was
$8685, the average family having
an "average" of 3-4 working
members, some as many as 6·8.
However, the U.S. Department of
Labor in 1970 reported that the
average annual family income
among migrant laborers was
$2700.
At Center, Colo., migrant
workers :receive $1.40 per hour
for the backbreaking work of
thinning and weeding lettuce. This
is 1970, while tbe average Chicano
family earning was $2410 per
year, 83 per cent of the migrant
families were Jiving below the
poverty standard of $3200 set by
the federal government in 1965.
1 do admit that this could
"scare" those whose interests lie
in prolonging the status quo.
Larger Numbers
Cesar Chavez' following in de
Toledano's view amounted to less
than a handful of migrant
workers, yet the National
Advisory Committee on Farm
Labor {based -in New York)
reported that when the grape
strike began officially on Sept. 8,
19 65 600·800 A WOC workers
struck 34 ranches.
On Sept. 16, 1965 1100
workers from the NFWA joined
their Filipino brothers in tha
strike. The State Employment
Service recognized the existence
of a labor dispute at 28 ranches
and thereby refused to supply any
more workers.
The demands of the strike were
$1.40 per hour base pay and a
chance for a free election among
the workers and strikers to
determine who would represent
-~In ~_t the bargaining table.

While I hardly qualify as an
expert on drug abpse, it seems to
me that the article about Douglas
Ferraro in Friday's Lobo
contained some serious errors.
No truly authoritative source
that I've ever seen said "It has
been proven that there is nq real
health danger (in marijuana), and
the drug does not lead to heroin."
Rather, every authoritative source
I've seen said the long term effects
of marijuana simply aren't known.
There was a time when there
seemed no real health danger in
tobacco. It is much easier to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that a
product is dangerous than to say
that there is no possibility that it
is not.
Rather than saying marijuana
does not lead to heroin, he should
have said it does not 'necessarily'
lead to heroin. It most certainly
has in some cases.
It seems to me that the food
and drug administration ordered

It is a well known fact that
growers are not subject to the
National Labor Relations Act and
can thus legally ignore the efforts
of a union and turn deaf ears on
the wJll of the workers.
Seeing themselves at a
disadvantage, they ignored Cesar
Chavez and Awoe bringing in
strike-breakers to replace the
striking workers.
When this occurred Chavez had
no alternative other than to make
a public appeal and hope that the
strike could be maintained by
donations. His dedicll.tion and
sincerity won a victory among
America's young.
Immediate Response
In the Establishment there was
an immediate response in the
form of donations and
committments to fund the newly
enfranchised United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee.
Schenly, the first large grower
to recognize UFWOC on June 21,
1966, thus reflects statistically a
higher pay than the other growers.
Several Presidential Advisory
Councils have been sent to report
on the actual conditions of farm
workers in general and their
reports have all been igttored by a
President comfortable in a soft
chair prepared by the Gallup Poll.
Economic Pressure
The economic oressure of a
consumer boycc:)tt forced Di
Georgia Corporation and other
grap.e growers to recognize
UFWOC which in the process won
victories over the Teamsters
Union for the right to represent
the workers.
In November 1966 1 UFWOC
won one of its most impressive
representation election victories,
2 8 5·3 8, at Mosesion•Hourigan·
Goldberg, a small Delano firm.
The workers don't want Cesar,
Mr. Summers?
Other agencies were at work
collecting data on the condition
of migrant farm workers in
general. The Senate
Subcommittee on Migratory

cyclamates off the market for less
rel(son than there would be to
keep marijuana, tobacco or boo?:e
off thfl m11rket:. If tobacco or
booze were new to most of the
population, and we knew what we
know about them !lOW, I feel
certain they would not be allowed
on the market,
Further, mar ij u11na is not
considered to have done its job if
its user does not get high.
Alcoholic drunkenness is not
permitted in public, and is only
grudgingly "allowed," (not
condoned) in private.
I appreciate his refusal to
encourage its use, howeve~. I also
agree that there are probably
worse things we could do than
legalizing pot. But its legalization
might well lead to unforeseen
problems we would later regret.
Russell Scott

Filmmakers' First Is 'Unorthod·ox
The Filmmakers of UNM have
produced their first film entitled
"A Garden of Delights" to
premiere on Nov. 4.
Thf.l film is about three
students, one who is a dope head,
one who is a right winger, and
one, a carry over from the 1950's.
They meet each other, start
having a discussion about life, and
come to the conclusion that their
lives have been meaningless and

Bemas ...
Bernas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
necessarily refle~:t the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.

Labor reported in 1970 that
800,000 children under 16 years
of age were working in the fields.
Life Expectancy
The U.S. Public Health Service
reported that the life expectancy
among migrant farm workers was
49 years as compared to 70 for
other Americans. The Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
in 1969 estimated that 800 people
per year are fatally poisoned by
pesticides. (A provision for
pesticide protection is contained
in all UFWOC contracts.)
The Department of Labor
estimated in 1970 that if the farm
workers wages were doubled and
the full increase passed on to the
consumer, lettuce costs would
increase by a 1 to 2 cents per head
higher. (Present prices of Union
lettuce in Albuquerque are a cent
per head higher, raising the cost
per lettuce salad in La Posada-the
UNM dormitory eating
facility-by 1/15 cent, a loss
which could be easily absorbed by
them which is reflected in the
$13,772.97 profit that was
recorded last year.)
Chose Source
Other sources could be cited to
emphasize the lucridity of any
pretention of the opponents of
Chavez that he has little or no
following among migrant farm
workers. But I will let the reader
choose his source, for there are
many.
I talked with a few of the many
direct sources here in
Albuquerque. Not statistics, hut
feelings, not cold works, but
invaluable experience gained by
close contact with a man who
rebuked the odds against gaining
his idealistic goals. Some of these
"employes" of UFWOC (receiving
42 cents per day food ·allowance
and $5 per week spending money
according to Evans Garcia who
worked for Chavez from January
1970 until October 1970) can be
contacted through the Chicano
Studies Center or the
Albuquerque B?_ycott Committee.

The film which was a year in
the making was produced by the
lt'ilmmakers of UNM in
cooperation with ASUNM. It was
filmed in Albuquerque, on
campus, and at the state fair. '
Arnald Bez, vice president of
Filmmakers said that if this film is
a ,success it will ope11 doors for
film making to all groups on
campus as an expression for their
group.
"

·Letters to the Editor . . .

Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for publication ..
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group
member. The letter will carry that
name, plus the name of that
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and .the number of letters
received allows.

wasted, They decide to go out and
have one last fling by doing
unorthodoxed things. At the end
they come to an "awakening."
The film i5· based on a person's
dream, and the audience must
decide if it is reality or not.
John Bowman portrays the
freak, Martin Joelson is the right
winger, and Fred Williams is the
person from the 50's. The musical
score is by Fred Williams.

Legal Past Credits Powell
By United Press International
Lewis Franklin Powell Jr., 64,
nominated by President Nixon
Thursday night for a seat on the
Supreme Court, is past president
of two national legal
associations - the American Bar
Association and the American
College of Trial Lawyers.
A lawyer since 1932, he is a
senior partner in the Richmond law
firm of Hunton, Williams, Gay,
Powell and Gibson, During World
War 11 he wna a highly decorated
Air Force Intelligence officer and
later headed the Richmond
School Board during the difficult
period of integration.
Powell was a member of Phi
Beta Kappa at Washington & Lee
University, where he earned his
bachelors degrees in economics and
law before winning an advanced
law degree at Harvard. He now
serves as a member of Washington
& Lee's Board of Trustees.
Advisory Committee
In the mid 1960's, Powell
served on the National Advisory
Committee on Legal Services to
the Poor and in 1968 received an
award from the Office of
Economic Opportunity for
conti:illutions. to the OEO's legal
services program.
Ail an ABA member, Powell
was elected to the association's
policy - making House of
Delegates in 1956 and served on
the ABA's Special Committee on
Education on Communism.
Powell, a slender, soft· spoken
man whose family has lived in
Virginia since the Revolution,
headed the Richmond School
Board during the decade when it
began desegregation- from 1951
to 1961. This was the period
when Virginia, with other
Southern states, embraced the
"massive resistance" policy to
Thll United States is a party to
the Universal Copyright
Convention which became
effective Sept. 16, 1955. Russia
doesn't belong.
-~---

Mohandas Ghandi
assasirtated Jan. 30, i'948.

was
·

The World Almanac is
sponsored in the Baltimore by the
Baltimore News· American.
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classroom desegregation which
was later abandoned.
"Integration in the Richmond
schools commenced while I was
chairman of the school board,"
Powell once said.
"I have a deep commitment to
education and there has never
been any doul>t in my mind as to
the necessity of keeping the
public schools open," Powell said
in 1963. "I'm glad this difficult
period is behind us."
Gov. J.indaay Almond named
Powell to the Virginia State Board
of Elections in 1961 on grounds
that he had done such "a
magnificent job" on the
Richmond board.
Ail an ABA member, Powell
visited Russia in 1958 and later
proposed that the nation's high
schools of:fet courses on
communism because it was a
political system about which
Americans should know more.
Powell served on the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice,
commonly known as the National
Crime Commission, under its
chairman, former Attorney
General Nicholas Deb.
Katzenbach.
Commission Report
He joined with ABA President
Leon Jaworski and two other
members in writing separate views
from the full commission

specifically attacking two o£ the
most far-reaching Supreme Court
dcoicionn in tho lust dccndc - the
<'.elebrated cases of "Escobedo vs.
Illinois" and "'MiraJtda vs.
Arizona" which set up new
guidelines to guard rights of
accused persons.
They suggested, for example,
"It is doubtful that when the 5th
amendment was adopted it was
conceived that its major
beneficiaries would be those of
crl mes against person and
propetty."
Powell was born Sept. 19,
1907, in Su£folk, Va., but has
lived most of his life in
Richmond. He and his wife, the
former Josephine Pierce Rucker
of Richmond, have three
daughters and one son.
He ia a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Delta Phi, order of
Coif, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Society of Cincinnati and Sons of
Colonial Wars. He holds honorary
degrees as doctor of laws from
Hampden • Sydney Colle_ge.
Washington & Lee and the
University of Florida.
He spent 33 months in the
European and North African
battle theaters during World War
II, rising from the rank of
lieutenant to colonel and winning
the Legion of Merit and Bronze
Star and France's Croix de
Guerre.

lOc BEER

If you have em idea that could be converted into a profitable product but lt~ck the marketing and developing
skills to bring it across, we at DEVCO will become your
partner in a business venture that could change your
entire life.
Give us a chance
FOR FRoE INFORMATION CALf. OR WRITr,:

Every Tue. 5-0 PM

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION ANO
OISTRIBUTING COMPANY OF AMERICA

Pizza Slices 15¢

1st National Bank East

Dancing Every Nite
Centre~!
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Bureau Trial Project
(Continued from page 1)
corummer can afford. We then
contact the business about the
complaint so they might be
prepared for a hearing. Once both
parties are aware and willing to go
through with a hearing, we begin
to choose an arbitrator at
random."
Fruman said both parties must
accept the arbitrator picked
before the hearing. After being
chosen and accepted, a hearing is
held at night so both parties may
attend.
"The decisions nf U1fl
arbitrators arc as binding as a
judge's decision in court under the
New Mexico Uniform Arbitration
Act," said Fruman,
lt'ruman said it takes about one
week from the time the complaint
is filed to the final decision is
made. Hearings are usually held at
the UNM Law School.
Citizens wishing to file
complaints against businesses are
asked to call the BBB.
Senegal is about as large as
South Dakota, There must be a
moral there some place.

not a center of advocacy,"
Sciarrotta noted. "We don't make
decisoris or suggest decisions. We
just give facts."
To help pwvide facts from the
widest possible ran:ge, Sciarrotta
and co-director Dick Howell, also
of Albuquerque, have enlisted the
help of five UNM Law School
students. These students adVise
persons on just what legal rights
and respoMibilities potential
draftees have under the various
laws. They also explain military
law to students still in the
military. .
During the past summer the
Draft Counseling Center had two
downtown centers, an ·office at
the Unive~sity of Albuquerque,
one in Santa Fe, and the main
office on the UNM campus.
Sciarrotta felt the· whole
operation was getting too large, so
he elimh1ated the two downtown
offices and dlsbl!nded the Board
of Directors.
Although the Vietnam War has
raised tempers on both sides of
·the military question, Sciattotta
said he has had only one bad
run-in with a veteran,
"One day an ex·Green Beret
came in and started . yelling at
me," he recalls. "He said I was
un·American for advocating that
people shouldn't defend their
countl:y. But when ·I explained
that we didn't advocate anythh1g,
only told people what thllir rights
and responsibilities were, he
calmed down and said, 'Well,
you're :right, people should be
told what their rights are,' and
left."
WOiking with Sciarrotta and
Howell are several volunteers from
the UNM student body, including
a woman draft counselor,
Waconda Claywortn of t,:;anta .l!'e.

THE TIME IS NOW!
Would you Uke t<> xecehte b:ee fiY•
In!( lessons (If !!Uallfied) and over
$1000 whUe ttillin college? Oo you
want a guaranteed Job upon :.:ecelv·
lng a Bachelor'• degree? If you an•
swl)r "YES"J Jlerhilpa you should
lnvcstiJrate tne opportunities that
the Air Force ROTC program can
offer you.
'ro find out if you uc cligl.b!o for
ow: program; there ue two lnltlal
J!l'OCesslpg steps: the Air Fotce
Officer Qualifying Teat and a pbY·
slclll exainlnation, And remember,
there il no obUgr~tlon lncw:red by
prCicesalng for tho prog¥am.
tr you are In good helllth, have a.
2.0 cumulative gr11de point average
and two academic years :.:emalnl.nr:
(either gradu~te1 undergraduate or a
combination or both, contact us
NOW! lnltllll procesatng for en•
trance into the pro&ram next
AugiUit should be completed by 1
April 1972.

)
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DEVCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA, YOUR
INVENTION, YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU

OKIE'S
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More than 1100 male UNM
students have used the services of
the student Draft Counseling
Office in the first 15 months of
the office's existence, .
Co-director of the office,
psychology junior Phil Seiarrotta
of .Albuquerque, said that at its
peak the office was handling
60·65 persons .a week, but that
this number he.s dropped to about
30 per week for the first si~ weeks
of this semester.
The ·Draft Counseling Centflr is
funded by ASUNM and is
absolutely non•partisan, Sciauotta
said.
''I think the only reason we've
been around as long as we have is
that we are absolutely objective,"
he explained. "We don't advocate
any position. If a guy wants to go
to the Marines, we tell him the
best way to do it, If he wants to
go to Can11da, we explain what
risks hi! rum anu what legal rights
he has. We don't have a position
one way or the other.
"We are a counseling center,

Re·member Sttmmer
Cookouts -- Get that
same flavor with
our Broiled Hamburger

(Central at San Mateo)

Suite 1220
Phone 265«9501
PageS
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Christ's 'Maleness'
- --- Defended:
. ·._...,.,

,.

Opposes Women Priests

Yale Radiologist to Head
Cancer Center at UNM
Morton

M.

Kligerman,

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- imagery is to change the faith into Bennett, a member of the
chairman of the department of
Churchwomen and femllle something else. Of course this executive board in the Office of :radiology at Yale University
1958
liberationists react.ed angrily does. not mean that God is a Women's Affairs at the Graduate
school of medicine since '
•
Theological Union in Berkeley,
has been chosen to head the
Sunday to the Episcopal Bishop male . . .
of Cal•'fornl·a•s content•'on t.hat
"The ma1e •mage
.
Cancer
Treatment
ab ou t Go d. and Ms' R ob er t D . F'ttc h ' o f th e
Center atResearch
UNM, itand
was announced
Christ's masculinity WliS a "divine pertains to the divine initiative in National Task Force of the United
recently by University officials,
choice" thllt restricts the creation. Initiative is a male rather Church of Christ.
Kligerman was C<!lled "one of
prleslhoud to men.
than a female attribute."
"An absurd and destructive
the world's greatest radiation
Bishop C. Kilmer Myers
Myers also told the convention statement," they said in a joint
ther!lpists" by Louis Rosen, head
strongly opposed ordination of that opposition to the idea of statement, "If there is, as he says,
of the medium. energy physic&
women priests in a statement to w o m e n p r i e s t s by the a painful ecumenical tension, it is
research effort at Los Alamos
the annual convention of his overwhelming majority of because of the refusal of some
ScientificLaboratory(LASL).
diocese at Grace Cathedral. The Chri&tians would produce "a clerics to recognize both men and
The noted radiologist will have
Bishop's views were made public painful ec1.1menical tension" if women as whole .persons."
two other major positions. in
Episcopalians ordained them,
Aileen He~:nandez of San
connection with the Cancer Center
prior to his Sunday addr!lRR.
"The sexuality of Christ was no
Myers' predecessor in the Francisco, president of the
accident, nor is his masculinity diocese of California, which National Organization for Women position. Robert S. Stone, dean of
· 1u d es tl1e san Franc1sco
Bay (NOW), a women's liberation the
• "ThlS" 1·s me
h' school
h'1 fof 0medicine,
f th · d'has
· ·namedf
l'nc·1dental," sal'd Mye~s.
th£: divine choice. Jesus continued and northern California coastal group, termed Myers' views
•m c e
e lVISlon
that choice in the selection of areas, was the late Bishop James "incredible" and l•neanderthal." radi!ltion Lherapy in the medical
p·1 k e, w h o a d voca t ed women
, 'Incre'*l
A. b
department
men to be h)'s apostles ... ,
!e.1 Abso 1utely school's
H
ld
M A of radiology,
LAS
''God 1' s rep~esented
l·n
pn'esto,
·
bl
•
·
aro
L
q
mcredi e!' sa1d Ms. Hernandez, d' t
1 •h · gnew • d thL
Th e B'IS h op ' s comments drew who was reared m
. t h e EpiscopaI appointment
•rec ·or,. a so as
of announce
Kligerman .ase
m asculine imagery. The Father
b
h
_e:;:.ga_t_t_e_s_o_n_.
_T_o_t_a_m...;...p_er_w_it_h_t_h_is_.,..s.,..w_i_it_re_s.:.p_o_n_se_s_fr_o_m_M_s._J_o_h_n_C_._.:ch::!.::ur.:.:c::h::·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ assistant director for radiation
therapy of the laboratory, a post
;
I
l
'
. ,_.,
" ., ·
· ·
~·
~
, , .
in
which he will serve
. ~:1·
J
·" ~
.
.
concurrently with the UNM
I
,:
.
. ,
appointments,
e ; .. .
..l , tt·· < t' ~ · ·
• :; .,;,f
The New Mexico Legislature
__.,- ........ ~.~~ -~---has appropriated $1 million for
construction of a Cancer Research
and Treatmertt Center to be built
on the UNM medical campus,
predicted to open in late 1973
Another $10 0, 0 00 has been
appropriated for planning arid
staffing th£: center.
The Cancer Center will make
heavy use of the $56 million Los
Alamos meson facility now under
construction. The facility is
expected, after several years of
.,..i~~'i;t~tl''i:.r.,
research and clinical tests, to be
used to threat cancer patients
with pi-mesons - a short · lived
nuclear particle. This type
treatment will be especially useful
.,.
for figuratively "exploding''
tumors lying deep within the
body, which cannot be reached by
other current treatment methods.
The Cancer Center, however, will
be able to provide other forms of
treatment such as surgery,
radiation and chemotherapy so

..,..

•

·-c.
0

·-J
.-( /)
~
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TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHARISHI
MAHESH
YOGI

Kligerman
that Center patients will receive
tha best appropriate treatment, .
Kligerman will assume hil;
duties here on March 1. The
doctor also is currently serving as
radiologist • in • chief of the Yale •
New Haven Hospital and is the
Robert E. Hunger Profe~>sor of
Radiology at Yale University. He
taught radiology al; Columbia
University from 194;8 until 1958:
He holds three degrees from
Temple University: his bachelor
of science, M.D., and master of
science in radiology.,He received
an honorary M.A. degree from
Yale University in 1958.
Kligerman served as president
of the American Society of
Therapeutic Radiologists and the
Association of University
Radiologists and is also a member
of the Royal Society of Medicine,
London.
He currently is chairman of the
Cancer Research Training
Committee of the National
Institute of Health, He has
helped edit the Yearbook of
Radiology and the Radiation
Research Journal.

Introductory Lecture
OCT. 27, 19if.
3:00 0~ 8 P.M.
E. SUB

ROOM 231
Page-l

Waller in the Nov. 2 general
election.
Lindsay, in remarks prepared
for delivery at the Jackson rally,
said, "Some people don't like the
idea that I'm here. They say I'm
an outside agitator.
"Most of us are outsiders, that
is why we are joining together
here," he said. "There are too
many outsiders in Mississippi.
There are too many outsiders in
New York and there are too many
outsiders in America."
"Outsiders/' he said, ''are all '
the people who this country has
closed the door on, people
without power and people who
ae poor; white people who have
lost their jobs; and black people
who have no jobs to lose and
people who have jobs but still
can't get by - people who are
young and shut out, people who
are old and shut in."
Lindsay said Evers and the
state's loyalist Democratic party
"have a hard fight on their
hands."
"It is a fight to bring black and
white America together. It is a
fight to open the political system
to everyone," he said. "It is a
fight for this country's future.''
He said, "that fight is yours and
mine- and all America's. And •
that is why l am in Mississippi."

New Mexico Lobo
Meditation
is a natural
spontaneousr
techrtique which
allows each
individual to
expand his
conscious mind
and improve
111 aspects
of lite.

Music Young, Hard, RePetitive

Change

By JEFFREY'HUDSON
-·.ladles to get into what you could
Rock music has burst Mel!:ico's call the M ~ z at 1a n CiviC)
., br11.in, Invading, infiltrating from
Auditorium. Obtaining a, free glass
America and Europe, a music: of some conQotion (tasting
by Charles Andrews
away from tradition, a new somewhat like a prune snowcone),
vibrating form that crosses I went through an open-air lobby
Bootleg albums are sometimes
often language
lines,
with a fountain in the middle
terrible ones, usually overpriced, always hard to come across.
Remember your first sensation onto the huge dance floor. There
We received a stot·y from Altema,tive ;Feature Service, which on encountering this musical art were basketball goals affixed on
will probably appear soon, about the foremost practioner of form known as ROCK: AND each end, no bleachers; instead it·
ROLL. With these images in mincl ]lad seating room to each side on
the sly art, a fellow who goes by the name of the Rubber of
your first fearing grasp at this tessilla.ted floors. There was no
Dubber. (Get it?) Maybe I'll also work in a few reviews of his explosive sound that moves, room for bleachers as the seating
recordings (but record companies frowr.\ on such things, and vibrates, and. exhilerates you, area's ceiling was lower than that
apply them to the youth of of the basketball area. It was more
have been known to take revenge).
Mexico.
like a night clpb where on other
There are currently some bootlegs ~not RD's) floating
In Mexico City you can pick up nights you would sit around

* *

Lindsay Campaigns South
To Back Black Candidate
JACKSON, Miss. (UPI)- New
York Mayor John Lindsay took a
dip in the political waters of the
deep South Sunday on a campaign
trip designed to boost the
candidacy of black independent
gubernatorial candidate Charles
Evers.
Lindsay was met at the airport
by Evers and a crowd of about
250 persons, mostly black. Many
carried placards. One said
"Lindsay for President '72" and
another said "Welcom~
(President) Mayor Lindsay."
The New York Mayor was
scheduled to address a rally, then
go with Evers to Laurel for
another . speech later in the
evening. He was to depart for
Florida following his Laurel
appearance.
Evers, mayor of the tiny
biraci::.! town of Fayette, faces
white Democratic notninee Bill

Spare A"'"M'""

around town of Rod Stewart, the Dead, Neil Young, others.
They're pretty good. You'll find them at; um, the usual
places.

°

---

Mazatlan Rock Scene
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Ed Sullivan was on again*Sunday, for an hour and a half, in
the best way possible: a special called "The Sullivan Years"
showed highlights from his 23 years on the tube. It was great.
Clips of the Beatles, Elvis, Johnny Ray, Nat "King" Cole,
Diana Ross and the Supremes, Theresa Brewer, the Singing
Nun, the Four Seasons, Connfe Francis, the Everly
Brothers- what a flashback. The Moiseyev Dancers. Van
Cliburn and Judy Garland. Henny Youngman, Jerry Lewis,
Myron Cohen, Woody Allen, Sam Levinson, Bob Hope,
Jackie Gleason and Art Carney. An absolutely incredible
performance of "The Dying Swan'' by . Bolshoi prima
ballerina Maya Plisetskaya. Conversations with pre-revolution
Fidel Castro. (Missing was the footage of Ed with Fidel and
the boys in the mountains toward the end of the fighting,
when Ed put his arm around Fidel's shoulders and told us all
these boys are wearing Catholic medals around their necks
and they're doing a fine thing and we wish them safety and
success.)
I always con~idered Sullivan a jerk, but l could dig another
dozen or so specials like Sunday's, maybe specialized ones
like 23 years of dancers, of singers, of rock and roll bands, of
circus-type performers, etc. It would be a waste to edit over
700 hours of Ed Sullivan Show film down to a paltry 90
minutes and let it go at that.

* * *

They relied ··heaVily- on Santana,
the Doors, Grand Funk, the
Rolling Stones, and the Beatles,
One guitarist played an excellent
slide guitar on the Beatles' "Jer
Blues." One group did John
Lennon's 1'Mother" so well it
could have been them mimicking
the record (including the
screaming), I wa.s astonished at
how well they performed cuts
from the Stones' ~<sticky Finger$"
album, They were like any rock
bands I had seen in America, I was
sur))l;ised
they spoke
Spanish,
In between power failures from
cyclonic rainstorms the music
conthmed unabated on into tho
night, wit.h the four groups
trading off and jamming with each
other. The girl I was with
requested old Beat!es songs like
"Act Naturally" and "D!ly
Tripper," which the bands knew
like old friends. At least I think
she was requesting songs being I
have had three semesters of
Spanish and am still unable to
converse very well in it, but by
this time Pat was translat.ing
Spanish into Spanish for me.
Shortly we left.

when"

* * *

'
Mazatlan
.rock magazines at newsstands that
translate English lyrics to Spanish,
give you full·colot pictures of Jimi
Hendrix and this month's feature
article on Ginger Baker. In
Mazatlan you can easily pick up
"rock stations" from Mexico City
(600 miles away), which play
about every fourth song in
popular English. The most played
rock songs during August were:
"Love Her Madly" by the Doors,
"Black Knight" by Deep Purple,
and Bad finger's 1'Carry On." The
Doors and Grand Funk Railroad
have a massive following and Jim
Morrison's death was felt to heart.
M!lxican Rock
There is original Mexican rock
to be heard. It is young, hard,
unsophisticated, lyrically
repetitivt> (as one might describe
early American rock)-like a
combination of the Gentrys and
Grand Funk.
With the aid of my two
bilingual cotnpadres (Leroy "the
Magician" and Pat "the Craziest
Man in Mazatlan'') and three
young ladies vacationing from
northern Mexico I ventured into a
teen-oriented ''a go go'' in
Mazatlan. Admission was 15 pesos
(!.20) per male, while it was five
pesos (40 cents) each for the

This'll make you sick.
.The following is from a publicity release I received from
Capitol Records the other day ....
"HOLLYWOOD - For the first time in the Company's
history, Capitol Records will release its product on an artist's
own label . . . strictly as a matter of courtesy and honor to
the artist.
" ... the sixth Grand Funk Railroad album, "E PLURIBUS
FUNK,' will be released November 15th on the 'Grand Funk
Railroad' label ...
"A dye-cut ·round jacket has been fabricated in silver foil
to resembla a coin with the words 'E PLURIDUS FUN!{.'
The three faces of the members of Grand Funk Railroad have
actually been engraved on the front of each album.
" ... in place of the traditional eagle found on U.S. coins, a
miniature rendering of Shea Stadium has been embossed as a
permanent remembrance of the group's record - breaking live
appearance there last July.
"(GFR manager Tetty) Knight has also informed us that
GFR Enterprises, the Grand Funk corporation, is
manufacturing and marketing cloth jacket patches, belt
buckles, necklaces, bottle openers, earrings, cufflinks,
schoolbook covers and stationery, each carrying tha 'E
PLURIBUS FUNK' design.
" .•. 'Capitol. . • feel(s) this is the most total and
comprehensive marketing
campaign the Company has
~CONTRACEPTIVES
ever undertaken; total
Company
Artist
cooperation.' "
And you thought it was
rock and roll?
We believe your private life should be your own. And when

Gringo Jeff, Pat "the Craziest
Man in Mazatlan" Dominguez,
and Leroy "the Magician" Otero
(left to right) rock and booze it
up in the Mexican resort town's
equivalent of Okie's and the Civic
Auditorium combined.
·tables, drink beer, and watch
basketball games.
Lotsa Freaks
It was one of the largest crowds
I've ever seen at a dance with a
large majority of them being
freaks. Mazatlan longhairs. They
are growing the same thing down
there that they are trying to keep
from coming over the border.
Blending into the crowd with my
Mazatlan mask (sea•curled hair,
sunburnt torso, gallantly-earried
coral scars, fields of mosquito
bites, sunglazed vision), I did a lot
of dru11ken dancing. Beer was
served to your table and
somebody kept buying rounds.
Pretty nice way to let go in
Mexico.
My whole concept of the
music-moved Mexican serenading
his audience was completely
shellacked as one of the live bands
started to grind out ...Black Magic
Woman.'' There were four bands.
In Mexico there is this strange
phenotnenon of four or five
people doing the work of one.
The theory, supposedly, is that
the money is spread out more but
at least everyone is earning
something.
.
Doors, GFR, Beatles
The music was record perfect.

A young guitar ·carrying
American, knapsack on his back,
taking the train from Mexico City
to Mazatlan observes the
combination of the new music
and the old, Ju~;t before the train
leaves the station a blind musician
is led to the back of the first class
cars by a young peasant girl. He
sits in an empty seat and tunes his
guitar, then is led back through
the cars singing a loud clear ballad
as the young girl takes collections.
Incredible, That's worth
something, Sitting next to the
young American is a teenage
Mexican girl singing parts of Paul
McCartney's "Another Day.'' The
American thinks how he likes the
other side of that song better,
Music communicates where words
do not.

Guess Who

The Guess Who and Gypsy will
play at a concert Nov. 6 in
University Arena as part of
Homecoming festivities. Tickets
are $4 in advance for UNM
t~t.udent.~ ($4.50 for others), will
be $1 more the day of the
concert.

~uurltr.n
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.

905 Yale SE

~privately?

The most
Meaningful Semester
you'll ever spend ..•
could be the one on
World CamP.US Afloat
Sailing feb. 197~ to Africa and the Orient ~
Through a transfer format, more than 5,000
students from 450 campuses have participated
-lor a semest~r in this unique prqzt~m in inter·
national education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively ••. and give you a better chance to
make it-meani~gfully-in this changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
lot in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think:
we've done our best to bring if within reach of
most college students, Write today for free
details •
TEACfftRS: summer travel with cre~it for teach·
ers and administrators.
1Uoiil1~

•

-

Write Today to:
Chapman Coitege,
Box CC2G, Orange, California 92666
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It

comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drug·
store isn't elCactly private. So we've made it possible for you to
get nonprescription contraceptives til rough the mai I.
We specialize In men's contraceptives and we of£el' two of the most
exciting ones available anywhere-Fetherlite and NuForm condom$.
They're better than anything you can get In a drugstore. Imported
from Britain, they're lighter, thinner, more exciting to use; and·
precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them as re·
liable as any condom anywhere, Made by .LRI, world's largest manufacturer or men's contraceptives. F'etherlltc (the best) and NuFonn
not only conform to exacting USFDA specifications. but are made
to British Government Standard 3704 tts welt, we· think you'll like
them.
Our illustrated brochure tells you all about F'etherlite and
:NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have
carefully si!lected from the more than one hundred kinds available
today, And we explain the differences.
·
We also have nonprescription foam £or women and a wide
varll)cty of books and pamphlets on birth contrnl, &ex, popl.!.!atlon,
and ecology,
Want more Information? 1t's rree, Just seo1d ua your nam~ and
address. Better stlll, for one dollar we'll send you all the lniormatlon plus two Fcthcrlitc s<lmples and one NuForm. Fnr four dollars
you'll get the brothure plus three each. of five different condom
brar1ds (Including both Imports). All correspondence al\d merchandise Js shipped Jn a plain cover to protect your priVacy, and we
guarantee your money back tr you're not satisfied with our products,
WhY walt?
POPUl..ATION PLANNING ASSoc.
IJox 2556•tl 1 Chapel Hill, N, C, 2?514
"
·
Gentlemen: PleAs<' ~end mc' -~-- Y'OUl' free brochUre an!f price
list at no obligation, -Three samples for $1. --Deluxe

u

FREE DELIVERY
on all orders over $2.00

APOLLO PIZZA
Cali 266-2212
Mon.-Sat., 6:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
931 San Mateo NE

167

sampler package tor $4.
Name-·Address
City

--·_

State_ _

Zip
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VanMatre Defensive Pillar for Wolfpups
3-Time All-Stater Wants Unbeaten Slate
By WOLF AGUILAR
An undefeated $eason for the
Wolfpups is one of the many goals
of Wade Van Matre, outstanding
middle linebacker on the UNM
fr~shman football team, has set
for himself and his teammates,
The 5·11, 220-pound speedster
from Robertson High, Las Vegas,
N.M., led the Wolfpups' defensive
line in their victories over the
Ari2;ona and A:d2;ona State
freshmen with numerous assisted
and unassisted tackles,
Offers Spurned
VanMatre spurned offers from
many major colleges and chose to
come to UNM on a football
scholarship mainly because "of
the fine football program here, I
was real impressed with the
coaching staff and the pride they
have in the Lobo football
program," he said. "They're real
winners and haye instilled a

we specialize

.Dtr 1flitntrschnitul
4201 Central NE

winning attitude in the whole players on this team who were
freshmen last Saturday, The
team."
probably the best players in their Wolfpup defense blocked a PAT Matre. "We staged five goal • line
.stands and ASU sco.red only
An All-Stater in his sophomore, high schools. Most of them come
junior and senior years ill high from winning teams an hate to and kn_ocked down a two-point · twice, Everyone had just a heck of
conversiOn pass attempt by the a good defensive game and the
school, Van Matre was selected to
offense moved the ball real well."
Sunkist's all-American team and
The physical education major
was a first • string defensive
feels the high • level of
linebacker for the North in the
competition in the freshmen
North-South All-Star game won
schedule wi!l help prepare the
by the North 8·7.
Wolfpups for the varsity, "We get
Ari2;ona Held
to play against some of the guys
In the season opener against the
we'll be playing for the next three
Arizona Wildkittens Van Matre
years and we'll kllow what to
and his defensive counterparts
expect from them," explained
held the Arizona freshmen to
VanMatre.·
their lowest scoring game of the
"We'll be familiar with the way
seasu11. "We'd practiced hard for
the varsity runs their defense and
eight weeks preparing for our
offense since we use basically the
season opener, but persollally I
same plays they do."
was afraid of them because we
Teammates Praised
hadn't seen them and they'd
"Now that we've beatell ASU
played two teams, beating the
everyone on the team is shooting
UTEP and NMSU freshmen real
for an undefeated season," said
bad," he added. "We were
Van Matre. "We've got a welluntested and I really didn't know
, balanced attack on this ball club.
what to expect in our first game.
Our quarterback, Rick Fambro
You've got to get the bugs out of
can pass with uncanny accuracy
your system in the first game and
and Dicy Speegle dan catch
we hadn't played any yet."
anything thrown at him. Carlos
Coaches Praised
McCall is an exceptional runner
Van Matre credits the coaching
and has a promising future with
staff for the fast start the
the . Lobos .• I can't say enough
p-eshmen are off to this year·.
about our defense because we've
'The assistant coaches work with
improved tremendously since the
Wade Van Matre
us individually and have done a
start of the season. We have so
good job teaching us the Lobo lose so they'll be playing as hard
Sun Imps with only seconds much· to learn yet but our season
system," he said. "When we . as they can every game."
remaining in the game that would is only half over,"
started practicing in August the
The ·freshman defen&e has
VanMatre doesn't consider the
coaching staff had the task of matured considerably in the past have t_i_ed the game at 14·14.
Defense Keyed
UTEP freshmen rivals. "They're
molding us into a weU·knit unit. few weeks and proved it in the
"Our defense really pulled just another team we have to beat
We've got. 40 really outstanding game against the Arizona State
through in that game," added Van to .remain undefeated," he added.
"We wou'L play Lhen1 uuLil Nov.
13 at El Paso, but I don't think
three weeks without a game will
affect our performance in any
way. We'll just be that much
better prepared for them and I'm
sure the coaches will make sure
we're mentally prepared for the
game."
Wants 4-o
Looking ahead towards the
Mexico University game Van
Matre said, "I hope we're 3·0 by
then because everyone Is looking
forward to it, lt'R the highlight of
our entire season and also our last
game as freshmen, I hope we
spend a couple of days in Mexico
City because most of us have
never been there.
''Mexico plays American
football and plays by our rules "
said Van Matre. "I don't kno~
much about them, but they have
American coaches so I expect
Campers don't mean to start
they'll be tough competition."

forest fires but they do.
If you take pride in being a
good campfire builder, save
some for being a good
putter outer.
Leaving a fire to smolder alone
is just inviting an inferno.
And there are few enough good
spots to go around now.
Douse before you drive
away. Only you can prevent
forest fires,<$~@.:

SPORTS CALENDAR
Oct. 29·30- lJNM Water Polo
at Air Force Tourney; Colorado
Springs
Oct, 29·30 - First annual

women's intercollegiate field

hockey and badminton
tournament, Jo.hnson gytn
Jo.hnson fields
'
Oct, 30- UNM football team
vs. Arizona, Tucson, 2:30 MST
Oct. 30- UNM, BYU, UTEP,
cross • country in El Paso.

Ski Club

Life in Sweden Difficult for Deserters
Americans Have Trouble Lfinding Jobs, Many Turn to Illegal Activities
By JOSEPH WOLBERG, AFS
AS 9f July, 1971, when I left
Sweden, 12 American deserters
and war resistors w!lre known to
be residing in Sweden. The return
to the Old World, brought about
by the ever · expanding U.S. war
in lndoc;:hina, was initiated
officially in 1967 when four men
from the U.S, warship Intrepid
deserted and requested asylum ill
Sweden. While Sweden is a known
refuge for Americans sentenced to
war, it has actually absorbed only
a small (but not insignificant)
number of CX"patriots.
Nevertheless, Sweden is a place
that is generally considered
sympathetic to American war
.objectors; It is known to b.e one
of the few countri~;Js to
categorically accept deserters and
resistors as welcome immigrants,
as its national policy opposes the
American role in Southeast Asia.
These plus other factors in the
minds of war objectors, make
Sweden a very attr11ctive prospect.
Voluntarily
And yet, in the period between
1967 and 1971, 94 Americans
returned "voluntarily" to the
United States, expecting and
receiving jaH sentences ranging
between one and three years in
either civilian or military prisons.
As of June, 1971, five deserters
were deported from Sweden on
charges related to drug sale and
use, for which they first had to
serve a number of years in a
Swedish jail (some of which,
contrary to general opinion, are
not much better than Attica).
Eight more Americans were
scheduled for deportation in the
months following June, 1971.
, Not Welcome"
Despite the Swedish
government's reluctant officfal
position on the war and deserters,
the latter are not genuinely
welcome in Sweden. Many
deserters there have had very poor
educations in the UnitE>d Stat~>s.
Some have not graduated from
high school and find life in
Sweden, for this reason,
extremely hard. Rents are very
high and times are extremely
difficult for any deserter without
money in the first four months.
This kind of life is not unlike
prison for someone who has left
his family and friends a great
distance behind. Thus Americans
"drop-out" for the second time
around in Sweden. Drug use and
sale is a problem among the
deserters who have not "made it.''
Crime Rate
Putting aside the stirrings of
Swedish superpatriots

(proportionately few in number), . officially sanctioned organi2;ations
it is .true that the crime rate of complementary to the State and
Americans in Sweden is rather have not radically aue.~tioned
high. And while Swedes are them yet. (There are" certainly
genera 11 y tolerant and many doubts that might arise
sophisticated enough to know about ·a socialist government
that social ills have social causes, under which 15 Swedish families
many of them are at a loss to own the largest 100 enterprises
understand why American& come
to Sweden in the first place, if
they cannot or will not adjust to
the Swedish way of life. They
distrust deserters who are often
caric:atured in the newspapers as a
kind of desperate criminal
element.
Violent
Opinions" of Swedes about
Americans in general, are notany
more far-fetched than ours about
them. Perhaps less so. They regard
us as a violent people, unruly,
undisciplined, with the one saying
grace: buoyancy and spontaneity
{the latter not a forte of the
Swedes).
When a story such as the recent
ones concerning a deserter who
murdered the baby of his
girlfriend makes the headlines of
the largest circulating newspaper which account for nearly half of
in Sweden- the headline reading the Swedish industrial output.
"Deserter • Murderer" - naturally
84 Banks
all of the prfli}ldices Swedes have
50 years ago there were 84
about Amer~cans are actually banks in Sweden- today there
intensified. Tolerance gives way to are but 16, five of which account
indignance and the taxpayer for 84 per cent of the annual
begins to wonder what his turnover. The government owns
country is fostering. (The deserter only one commercial bank which
who killed the baby was receiving accounts for a meager 12 per cent
a rather high welfare benefit.)
of the turnover. State enterprise
Quiescent
accounts for only 5 per cent of
Some Swedes regard the total. Government owned
expatriation as a kind of companies, are, in any case, those
disloyalty from thejr subtly either not profitable for private
na tiona listie and chauvinistic enterprise or public utilities such
point of view. Very few young as electric and mail delivery,
Swedes show these attitudes,
The FNL, an anti-imperialist
however. But even the younger movement in Sweden which
Swedes are only superficially supports the Vietnamese NLF, is
critical of the State. Sweden is in the only sizable semi-organized
a rather quiescent political period left · oriented group in Sweden.
in which can be heard solidly 'The FNL manages to get large
nationalistic base tones with t.he numbers out for demonstrations
addition of Bporadic dissent in the against U.S. aggression in Vietnam
treble, This is not to say that the and collects a large amount of
Swedes are :•organized" in money which goes to the
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413 Rome.ro St. N.W.
"of Old Town PJaza

You can qualify for t.he Air Force
education and commissioning program with a 2.0 grade point aver•
age. Go Air Force ROTC.

Slides of Taos Ski VaUey and a
talk by a Taos representative will
be the features of the Thursday
Oct, 28 Ski Club meeting in th~
Union, :room 250 at 7:30 p.m.

THE TIME

SAVERS

. Americans who live on 'the.
borders of Swedish society. About
one-third ha.ve achieved some
degree of economic and social
stability and the rest are hovering
somewhat in between.
"Asylum"
:aut perhaps the most serious
problem for the deserter I resistor
comm\lnity is th~ status of their
"asylum." Unlike some other
political refugees in Sweden,
American war objectors get only
"h u·ma n i tari an" and not
"political" asylum. The difference
is more tha r. s e rna n tic!>'.
"Political" asylum disallows the
possibility of deportation while
"humanitarian" asylum does not.
If a deserter is convicted of a
crime for which the punishment is
one year or more (a punishment
easily given for the use of
'marijuana, for example). he is
automatically deported after he
serves one. year. This fact causes
great anxiety for those Americans
already living on the margins of
Swedish society. The other
significant feature of "political"
asylum is that it allows greater
privileges (in work choice, for
example) uppn arrival in Sweden.
Prejudices
Working to combat Swedish
prejudice against deserters I
resistors, The Center hopes to
correct such injustices. But it
needs financial support and other
contributions (food, clothing,
etc.). For details, contact Joseph
Wolberg, Philosophy Department,
Buffalo State College, 1300
Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
14222. Telephone: 862·5~35.
"In God We Trust" was not
designed as the official U.S.
national motto until1956.

Just once

ina

lifetime.

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11 :go-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

DID YOU KNOW?

Vietnamese NLF, but its gellerally
idealistic and utopian orientation
falls short of recogni2;ing problems
in areas such as ·Sweden.
C o n sequent 1 y 1 the F N L
movement has little to do with
the deserter l resistor community
tho1lgh this may change.
'Lousy Place
While Sweden. may be a good
place for a deserter or a resistor
with education and/or .money, for
the others, it is as lousy as any
American ghetto. For a black
Americ~1 1 , Sweden js initially a
relief from the pervasive racism in
the United States, but soon after
cultural orientation, it becomes
clear that another kind of racism
is apparent, albeit more distance
and less pernicious than the
American variety.
The racism of Sweden is the
racism of a culturally and
genetically • inbred people, whell
confronted with what appearS< to
them as "exotic," There is no
racial problem per se, in Sweden;
there are hardly any black people
in the country and a great deal of
them are ·involved in the
diplomatic corps and therefore
not likely to be subject to
indiscretions. The bigotry that
does exist concerns mainly the
Finns who are in the most poor
immigrant laboring class.
Raise Standards
A group called The Center is
trying to help. It is an
organi2;ation of the deserter 1
resistor community mainly in
Stockholm, but with contact
throughout Sweden. (Most
deserters are living in or around
Stockholm with the exception of
a large group in the southern city
of Malmo. The center is trying to
raise the living standard of many
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blocks N.W.
242·4986

• Watch Repair
• Bolavo • Accutron
• Diamond~
• SJudent Credit
SEE Your Personal
Service Jeweler

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

2312 CENTRAL S.E.
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is now being distributed. Jf you can f
obtain a copy come to Room 205 Journalism.·
w~ also need new contributions by
November 8 for our next issue.
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Eliminates guessing, math, dividers
Hard tempered aluminum, baked •
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

&ha'~ Club will be held Oct. 2'! at
· 7;30 m room 231-A of the Umon.
The. ~S U NM Elect 1 o ns • Membership is open to all UNM
CommlSSlon ~as .e:x:tend~d ~he students, All interested person$
date for turnmg m nommat1on are invited to attend
petitions for the November
·
ASUNM Senate election to Oct.
Young Democrats
29 at 5 p.m.
The Young Democrats will
Petitions may be picked up
Oct. 25·27 in the ASUNM office meet today at 8 p.m. in Room
on th~ second flo(ll:' of the Union. 25 0-E of the Union. All are
invited to hear a guest speaker.

Petition Date Extended
.

Student Tenant Union

A Student Tenant Union to
protect students who rent luxury
slum housing will hold an
organizational meeting Oct. 26 in
Union 231-A. All interested
. persons are invited.

. Boycott Meeting
The .. Albuquerque .Boycott
O;>mmittee will hold its weekly
meeting Oct. 27 at 7 :30 p.m. at
Chicano Studies.

Orthodox Baha'i Club

An organizational meeting of
the newly chartered Orthodox

CLASSIFIED

247-9260. 11/l

TVRTLENECK SWEATERS. LIU1I'e selec·

tion in many colors und fabric&. Lobo

10/lll

INTERVIEWS WITH PEOPLE WHO
HAVE ATTENDED NATIONALLY
COVEHED music festivals, Dan Davis,
243-6333. 10/,~26;...,__ _ _ _ _ __

FIVE

LOST: Vcry dark 11cal l)olnt Siamese Male
In 300 blc;!lt of Princeton fJE, ~100 re-

ward. Call 2GG-ataa. 11/3
LONG BHOWN LEATHER WALLET ot
great acntlmcntnl value. AL1o ID's. G81i·
28·!1186 on Allh St. Call 247-4G3G, Bat•
bara. 10/20
FJND: GOOD TIMES Oct, SO, tlcl<cta !or
ElN PICNIC, 3td llr. Ortg, llall. 10/29
LOST, Female Irish Setter (Rust color·
1!<1), Black collur with tngn. She nrl•
awers to name 'Shawna.' lt found,
plCIL'>e <:tdl 266·4.06!1. Reward offqrcd.
10/28

3)

SERVICES

EXPERT TYPING, l'l'lY home!, S yrs. U•
tJcricnce. 208·7629. 10/28

4) FORRENT
FURNISHED ROOM - Corralc:J, horscg,
do~ta, no eats, ride to UNM, $40.00. Call

8!18-4054. 10/27
RESJ?ONSlBLE :Male Student llouscmatc
wanted. Share:! 4-bedroom homt!;o Call
Richard, 24l!-!l61l1. 10/29

LUXURIOUS, FURNISHED, ~ bedroom
&pt., block from University, $230.00,
2GG·GOG2. 10/29
VARSITY HOUSE-Female &ommatellhatc 1 bedroom. 1 block from camptlll.
268·5294. 10/28

HORSE STABLEs-orr Rio Grartde, 1
mile trom Freeway. Nice 11lace to tldt!;o
$1G Ptt montb. CaU 242.S919, 10/28

5}

equipped w/zfg.zag, make buttonholes,
etc, Will be $old for $49 eacb, eaah or
terms. United Fre!Kht Sales. 39~0 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 ~II 9. tfn

NEW

S'l'EREO

COMPONENT

SETS. These unlta have AM-FM stereo

rccdvel'll w/8 track PlaYer, Alllo come

w/scp•rate deluxe Garrard
changer and four spPak"r sY!ItE>rn. :n 19,95
cash or tel'D'Is. Urtited Frels;ht Sales. 3920
SBn Mstt'O NFl Ovon !I till 9. tfn
65 BONNEV lLLE, one owner load clean.
complete

LOST & FOUND

FORSALE

Three new classes are being .
offered by Amistad: Beginning
Guitar, 2:30 Monday and Friday
in Union 108; Wine Malting, 7:30
Thursday in Mitchell 105 and
Musical Instrument Construction,
10:30 Saturday in Union 108.
Class lists are available at Amistad
in Union 108.

Men'a Shop. 2120 Centrul SE, 243·6954,

JUST :RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Maebln~. Thes~ machines have never been used and are

2)

German Club Picnic

NEW YORK (UPI) - Whitman. investigate reports of corruption.
But Knapp added he was
Knapp, the chairman of a
commission in vest igating certain that regardless of how
allegations of police corruption corrupt a patrolma11 might be, he
here, Sunday defended his use of would respond to duty. "I'm sure
public hearings which he said may if l called 911 (the police
focus attention on the system that emergency numbet) and gave my
corrupts poli~e and not just the name, they would respond
"bad apples" in the department. immediately," Knapp said, I'm
Knapp conceded the public also sure a cop would . g~t a big
beatings, in which charges have kick out of giving me a ticket."
Knapp suggested a permanent
been aired that police corruption
is widespreadJ may taint honest investigation commission be
policemen but said it would be created to monitor police
better for thern in th~ long run if corruption.
corruption was exposed.
The dapper Wall Street
Attorney said in a television
interview that he was'Hsickened to
the seat of my stomach" when he
first became aware of ,police
wrongdoipg, Knapp was
appointed by Mayor John V.
Lindsay i11 May, 1970 to

New Amistad Classes

DRIVING FR0111 SANTA FE'l Want a.
car pool'l Call Beth. 982-1236. 10/~
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hciapitallzatlon insurance. Pays up to
$41i0 for maternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 10/27

Lobo Goof
There will be 10 ASUNM
Senate positions up for election
on Nov, 16·17, instead of the 13
previously reported in The Lobo.

ADVERTISING

5) FORSALE

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED - Female IO'Sd·
uate atud(!nt-sh!U'e 2 bedroom bou.se.

27, in the Newman Center
auditorium.

The German Club is sponsoring
a picnic Oct, 30 at La Cueva.
'nckets are on sale on the third
Scholarship Deadline
The deadline fo~: renewal . of fl()or of Ort~ga Hall, All interested
UNM Academic Schola1:ships for are invited to attend. Anyone
Semester II is Nov. 1. needing tJansportation can leave
AppUcations 'may be obtained in their name with the German
Room 118 of the Student Aids department. Those having
suggestions for the German Club
Office.
are invited to club meetings
Monday 'at 3:30 on the third floor
Quito Discussion
Professor Mar$hall R. Nason, of Ortega Hall.·
Director of the Language and
Area Center for Latin America)
and students who have studied at
Professor of Month
th~ Andean Center in Quito)
Las Campa-,:tas is asking for
Ecuador, will discuss Ecuador and suggestions for "Professor of the
the Andean Center at 7:30, Oct. Month. Contact Tris McSherry at
256·1409.

WXERE: Journalism Building, Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum {$1.40) per time run. It ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run t\ve or more consecutive di!.Y&. with
Clasdlled Advertising
.no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
UNM P,O, Box 20
Per word and the mlnlmiUil number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
wo~da to 10.
TERMS; Payment must be mlUle in full prior to im\ertion of advertisement

1)

Police Corruption in N.Y.
.IExposed
as System's Fault

Sec to appreciate $871i. 266·2668. 10/25

A'tTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS I If
your lncomll is nround $400 per month
you may qualify for ll. new 8 bedroom
home of your own. Payments approll:.
$90 :per month. For informJl.tlon caR
Diane at 299-0376 or 298-7073. 10/20

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MALE llELP WANTED. Freshmen or
Sophomores preferred. Some lunchm and
one or two nights per week. Appl1 In
l)cnton. Der Wlenerschnitzcl, 4201 Ccn·
tral NE. 11/1
COLLEGE MEN, Earn $75.00 a week part
time. Call 242-0ii53. Ask !or :Mr. Garcia.
10/26

PERSON WANTED TO RUN a tfC11/
profitable busincsg. 'Enming nbnltics nre
unlltnited and weU above avcragt>. Mail
qunllfieationo to Mr. Wnrrcn, P.O. Box
u03, :Malden,

M~.

2Gl-10G4. 10/29

1>

0214S or call 01'7..

MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO BUY. arco NTE test book,
Education In The ElemenU&i'Y Scllool.
2Gii·G28G Evenings.

BERNADETTE CHAVEZ AND JAMES
CHAVEZ tor Senate Committee mt!etir;g. Cas11 Del Sol; Thursday-11:30.

10/28

HARRIS 'TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each. New Arrivala !rom England, Abo,
Navlljo rugs, many lntere'JUng imvortn.
!!'teed ComPanY; 415 Central Avt!. NW.

Cltilean Poetrx
Poetry of Pablo Neruda, Nobel
Prize winner for poetry, will be
read Oct. 26 at 3 :30 in the fourth
flOor lounge of Ortega Hall in
both English and Spanish.
The program is .sponsored by
the UNM department of modern
and dassicallanguages,
F::::::::~:::::-_::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~::~::::::::·l

(I
u

Calling U II

w

October 26, 1971
Campus Crusade for ChriSt; 9•10
a.m.; Union 231•A.
Modern and Classical Languages;
4:80 • 6 p.m.; Union Theater,
Delta Sigma Pi; 6:80 • 9 p.m.; Union
231-B.
Student Tenant Unlort; 7·8 p.m.;
Union 231-A.
GSA; 7:30-10 p.m.; Union 129,
Young Democrats; 7:30·9:30 p.m.;
25o-A.
Young Rc!publlcans~ 7:30·9:30 p.m.;
281D·E.
Uhurusasa; 8-11 p,m,; South Union
Ballroom.

More than baskets meet the eye.
Cotton Madras for example. We have a wide selection of India prints, madras
and over prints now in stOck. Sizes 72 x 108 and 90 x 108. These are perfect
for curtains, dresses or bedspreads and have many other uses too. $4.98-$7.49

Old Town pJ.,za
842-8022

Student Bar Association; 9 a.m. • 5
p.m.; Unfon lobby.

I

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling

CABOCHO~S
1-'ACETED STO~ES. Ml~ERALS
~W

Shop~~~

WE PACK AND SHIP

I

Master Charge and BankAmericard Wtlcomt
STACKED TO THE RAFTERS WITH UNIQUE GIFT$ AND IMPORTS

B& BLAPIDARY
328 SA:-.: f."ILJPE

Coron.,do Center
296-5559

:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

247-2513

llRAND NEW Spalding- skl!l $S5.00. Head
360's with cable binding:J 1 yr. old.

$75.00. Call 2GG·2904 or 243-5714. 10/2!.1

OOi!UDSON BORNE'!', rebuilt engine,
automatic transmiMion. &dio, beater,
}lower bl'llk~, 11ceds 11alnt and upholll•
tery. $250,00 C'&Sb. CaU 277•5405 or
1-BO'i·l!l>71. 10/26
SKI'S llcad Master's 2Wil with btndin"

I

...-.chl!ap. Call 299 !J563. 10/l!G

56 CADILLA~. Near p~rfect, Full power1
air1 $GOO. 7421 Sb'court Circ1e NE,

10tll6
1!11l3 V\V Bug. $42G. 10-;peed bike, $100,
Call Amr ~7'1-Z!IIitl. 10126
_
TIES ONLY $2.1'iO. Elecellent selection in
bcii.Utit'ul colors. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
<kntrnl SE. 24_li·G9_54. _10/19

BRUSllED DENIM HIPlit1GGJ.<mS. Pur~
pit>, blue . and brown. onlY $8. LOBO
MEN'S_ SllOP. 2120 Cc!ntral SE. 10/20
19'71 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER Dual
Spcakel'-Antomatlc Level Recording.
277-4:!96. 20/12

toxao Monri"fu ..iioM:E,

t967

Pa;kwood,

tiPout, 3 bedroom, 8"17-9259 e\'eilings,
. weekend. 10/27 _
SC1tWINN Suburban, 10·!!!1ecl, exeeltcnt
l'ondltlon. $8G. Call 243-3102 e\-'crtings, or
Snt.. or Sun. afterrtoott. 10/27
LEAT~R BELLDOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Sh<111. 2120
Central SE. 10/16
__
.
30 tJStilD PORTABLE TV'S. _$30·$60, 441
Wyoming _NE. 21ili•5987. 12/20
1!Jil0 S'l'UD:E!BAKEit: New engine, paint
ni'ld upholstl.'ry, Runs l!l!:eellent. $295.
268·8844. 11/1
62 RAMBLER, New-rebuilt engine, new
tuneup, $200, eee 310 9th St. NW. Attcr
8 P.M. 10/2&'
1970 V\V Ctmvertib)E!. 14.000 mllt>A. l!'ine
condition. Below book. ~G5·4815. 11/1
!!50 HONDA Street tUkc. ooo mlles $700.

Call Johnny. 842·'1885 tor detailll. 11/1
FIREPLACE WOOD tot !ale
Student.
247-9170. 11/8

CLA§§!FIED
A DVERTKSING

Untversity P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
6¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2..50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

.

TERMS1 Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. far Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services

4. for Rent

7. Miscellaneous

,

INSERT THE ~OLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --:...-TIMES STA~TING ..__............._

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSEO $._ _ __

PLACED BY ____________

tJNM

4 'tiREs-1>70-H: good eondH.ian: $35,
Call Doil 266•2916 after 6. 11/1
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